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Introduction
Long, challenging journeys often come before a discovery, and sometimes
even the desired destination must be altered. Christopher Columbus may
not have reached Asia, but he did conquer a new continent, and thus a
wealth of experience and new cultures.
Likewise, my 25-year-long career in the industry and 10 successful years as
a consultant were also marked by new encounters, paths and innovations.
However, formulating goals, developing strategies to achieve these goals and
devising concepts are only methods; for me, people who are enthusiastic
about innovation are crucial.
When it comes to making discoveries, it is a matter of constantly overcoming
your own and external resistances. Sometimes, all it takes to surmount the
seemingly insurmountable is an extremely simple solution, as “The Egg of
Columbus” anecdote shows us.
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When I first had the idea of designing a vacuum flask in the shape of an egg, I
immediately named it COLUMBUS. The next step was to get my idea accepted in the company and on the market through my unflinching faith in the
product.
The shape of the product and its name COLUMBUS were part of the product
concept, just as the company name home-innovation® also later became the
name of the product range and brand.
As an inventor, it is vital that you do not view your innovation narcissistically,
rather that you focus on its benefits for the consumer. I would particularly
like to thank the people who placed their trust in me, as a consultant and
“temporary manager” in one, to take ideas and make them into products
ready for the market.
Amongst the sheer number of developments, one process stood out time
and time again, which I outlined in the article “Labyrinth of Innovations”
in the same way as Christopher Columbus drew up his sea route records.
Some of my wealth of experience was published in further short articles
and is compiled in this book under the title “The Egg of Columbus –
Paths to Innovation”.
Just as Christopher Columbus never discovered the entire sea route around
the world, this collection of experiences does not claim to cover the topic
of “innovations” in its entirety; rather, it aims to impart my specific experience
so that my customers may embark on their own voyage of discovery.
I am happy to be their pilot.
On my trips around the world, I was privileged to learn about and to
appreciate a whole host of different cultures, and I love to connect with new
people – because only “people make markets”.

Dietmar Menze

Nassau, Germany – May 2012
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Innovations of the New Decade
Changes in general conditions offer opportunities for success
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Companies are effective if they set themselves the right goals and if they
are able to adapt to the changed general conditions! Particularly in recent
times, general conditions have undergone changes of gigantic proportions
at tremendous speed. Financial markets that are still not fully adjusted, sales
markets that cannot regain the previously high levels are only some of the
fundamental changes that companies need to deal with. And the currently
low prices of crude oil can only mask the fact in the short term that presentday sources will run out and new ones will be more expensive to explore.
A further change concerns people as a fundamental resource. Third world
countries have a host of young people with excellent university education.
In India, research and development in many areas has reached a position to
rival that of the USA. Europeans are introducing their experience to Asia. As
a result, the Asian markets are taking over the lead from Europe and the USA
with respect to the achieved gross national product.
(Source: IMF World Economic Outlook).
“The overwhelming majority of successfulinnovationsmake use of change.”
Peter F. Drucker, “Innovation and Entrepreneurship”, New York 1993, p. 35
What will we need to bear in mind in future with respect to innovations on account of the changes and where will opportunities arise?
• In future, innovations will have to be evaluated considering the CO2
emissions they generate and how much oil, gas and water their production
and distribution require. Quickly renewable natural resources will be
indispensable components in the development portfolio.
• When purchasing new products and services, customers will increasingly
reward the supplier‘s social commitment as well as take into account
the safeguarding of local jobs. National innovations and their local
implementations, such as those labelled “made in Germany”, are gaining
ground once more.
• In a diametrically opposed trend, there are global innovations, which are
boosted by international networks. Web-based “innovation incubators” as
well as “crowdsourcing” allow a number of creative people to work on one
idea simultaneously, whatever their location.
• Markets that used to live on imitations are changing into markets that
are becoming ever more creative and producing new offerings. The BRIC
countries are coming of age and are also taking on the development
functions of new business models as well as service functions.
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• Innovations must generate above average margins in order to compensate
for the losses in value creation of existing solutions, which are under
increased global market pressures, or even to replace them when they
become redundant.
• Talents have a differentiated value system. The fight for human resources
as creators of innovations will depend on the attractiveness of the
employers and their ability to manage culture, improve the working environment as well as change what they offer their employees to achieve a good
“work-life balance”.
• With cuts in research & development budgets, the efficiency of the innovation processes needs to be increased. New innovation process models are
created by fragmenting and outsourcing process steps.
• The new innovation strategy must be based on an interdisciplinary
approach. The links between business science and technologies are no
longer sufficient; sociopolitical and geopolitical aspects as well as the
relevant cultural conditions need to receive greater consideration.
In light of the permanent worldwide changes to the general conditions,
one must also pose the fundamental question: “Are the right goals still
being pursued?” Is it not the case that growth targets need to be revised,
different priorities need to be set in this area, or new criteria added? This
cannot merely consist of a development away from the “shareholder value”
back to the “stakeholder value” concept, but instead can open up the
fundamental question as to whether sharing success will strengthen the
basis, which will then further one‘s own success.
It has become clear that there are limits to rampant growth – it is time to
find innovative models. It will not be sufficient to return to a social market
economy from late capitalism. Responsible sharing is not a socio-political
question, but may become the self-preservation purpose of the economy.
To find answers to such questions in relation to individual companies, the
changes must be anticipated and brought into the company‘s own, new
goals, strategies and concepts. Because only those who take trends into
account early on in the development of innovation strategies and translate
them purposefully into action will come out on top in the relevant market
in the long term.
Dietmar Menze, home-innovation, January 2010
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The DNA of an innovation
and the brand
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Human beings can be identified by their DNA. Figuratively speaking, the
brand of a product or service can also be identified by its DNA. What is more,
correlations may even be established between a person‘s character traits
and his/her perception and choice of certain products/services.
The design of a product or service already determines its genetic makeup,
and, in turn, its future attributes, which are the deciding, factor in determining
market appeal. In making the basic choice of which materials to use for a
product, it is not only the product‘s form and function that are affected, but
ultimately the quality of the customer‘s sensory response as well. With food,
it is obviously the palate that influences decision-making. The acoustics of a
consumer product become audible when functioning parts are used; the
optics become visible in the linear design and the way the shape catches the
light; and the haptics become perceptible in the pleasing touch of surfaces.
Even the smell of a material can affect the customer or produce a sometimes
inexplicable aversion. Although the customer is often unable to explain it,
he/she has developed a latent selection system within the brain, which is
acutely sensitive in its responses and is the result of decades of disappointing
or brilliant product experiences.
Contrary to better knowledge, the subconscious perception of product
attributes, even in the household goods industry, is still given scant
consideration. Consider, for example, rattling parts on thermos flasks,
a yellow ABS brake that unconsciously creates a visual association
with low-grade manufacturing, or vacuum cleaner handles, which,
are ergonomically anything but ‘easy on the hands’. However, composition
of the DNA of products is not “only” about the targeted selection and
combination of related material attributes, but also involves the quality of
the processes involved in manufacturing and marketing, and, ultimately,
the selection and combination of all marketing mix factors.
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Beyond that, the foundations determining the sustainability of a product/
service are already laid at a very early stage. A company‘s economic
sustainability is secured through innovative benefit bundles, which can be
patent-protected over a long-term basis. In this, the distinguishing benefit
must obviously offer the customer a rational or irrational added value;
otherwise the protection has become a worthless end in itself. Through
sensible use of resources, foundations are laid from the outset for the
integrative flow of value and waste disposal chains, as well as environmental
sustainability. In this sense, the use of renewable raw materials is prevented
from becoming an isolated feature. The social sustainability of an idea is
frequently measured in terms of the company‘s assumption of local
responsibility, as well as its manufacturing conditions in third world regions
where services and products are purchased. Whether a product or service is
sustainable has already been established in the early stages of development
and is usually barely correctable afterwards. Therefore, sustainability features
should be embedded in the genetic composition from the outset.
Identity and blood relationships can be established on the basis of genetic
fingerprinting. Certain services are also correlated with certain regions,
countries and companies. In the global marketplace, the “made in Germany”
label stands for quality and reliability. This is significant for the export market
and increasingly so for the domestic market, which recognises the social
importance of safeguarding jobs. The early decision “to make in Germany or
to buy elsewhere” is similarly due to the early DNA composition of a product
and its brand. Manufacturing decisions in low-income countries have
frequently neglected the above-mentioned, subconscious decision-making
systems of customers, along with social responsibility issues, or have failed to
consider these soon enough when implementing new products and services.
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All too often, the perspective is one of price only. Price leadership may
doubtless be a company‘s primary aim, but it should always be considered
in relation to the service provided. This emphasis should also be consistent
with the basic brand concept. It is not enough to claim to have the most
attractive offer; this must be consistently demonstrated through the service
provided on a daily basis. Since the beginning of its business formation,
the ALDI brand, for example, has represented a good price-performance
ratio. The DNA of a product or service reflects a company‘s ever-changing
mission and philosophy.
Through observing products and services, it becomes apparent which brand
they relate to. Even if several vehicle manufacturers have, for many years,
been satisfying the above-mentioned customer sensibilities with expert tuning
of exhaust and engine noise, or through the creation of new car smells, there
is still the question of whether those vehicles without a logo are seen as
brand leaders or followers, given that the boldness of an independent design
is lacking. Independence is just as much a gene as is the innovative benefit
of a product or service itself. An iPhone has a distinctive design, which is
immediately associated with the apple® brand, regardless of whether the logo
appears or not. Innovation also means being the first to offer the
customer something which was hitherto unavailable to them in the new form
and which satisfies a latent consumer need. Ultimately, the customer will be
prepared to pay more for this. In this way, every DNA strand generates a
“pay-back on investment” for future innovations.
In human beings, genes are responsible, amongst other things, for a long
and contented life. Likewise with products and services, the early recognition
of the DNA of an innovation is beneficial for the brand and also helps to
ensure long-term company success.
Dietmar Menze, home innovation, Nassau, July 2010
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Innovation and Brand Slogan
Standard and Reality
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In market slogans and hence in corporate design often an innovative standard is expressed. This standard is documented as part of the corporate
identity in the company’s philosophy and their actions. This causes standard
and reality to be congruent, and credibility is provided in equal measure within
the company as well as on the market.
A bag manufacturer’s slogan, “BREE – always one idea ahead”, expresses
innovation. Innovations are based on the company’s anticipation of future
trends and needs as well as the understanding of an independent and
non-depreciating design. For this purpose, one must accommodate the value
changes of the market. A complete fashionable orientation will lead to short
product life cycles. This may, of course, be part of a conscious novelty
strategy. However, in any case it is the responsibility of the company
management to define the mission, the policies and contents as well as
the innovation and marketing strategy and ensure their observation.
Furthermore, any corporate manager who models innovative culture and
takes on the responsibility for it will support and demand the innovative
spirit of all employees.
“LAMY. Design Made in Germany. This claim with two meanings yields the
philosophy, which the modern medium-sized family business C. Josef Lamy
GmbH, owner of the successful LAMY trademark, is dedicated to. Lamy is
considered a global pioneer among the manufacturers of branded writing
utensils due to the continuous efforts at the head office in Heidelberg to
stand out with innovative ideas, the highest possible quality standards and
modern designs.” A quote from the news of the LAMY GmbH documenting
the correlation between the company’s philosophy and the brand statement.
Of course, from the viewpoint of the international markets it is a great advantage to penetrate a globally conceptional, similar brand slogan in order to not
only utilise the economies of scale, but also guarantee a uniform company
appearance, because deposits into the same communication account will
obtain the highest possible efficiency.
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The literal translation into different languages can absolutely cause a variety
of associations and a differentiated understanding due to the fact that in
other language areas certain words are associated with different contents
and values. This is why often the English language is the language of choice
for global economics. For example, a well-known brand for bicycle safety
formulates “TRELOCK inspired German innovation”. An inspiring spirit
modelled by the company’s management with the result of successful
innovations.
The former slogan of the brand LEIFHEIT “Ideas for home” referred not
only to innovations, but also to the market. This was very beneficial in new
markets in which the brand did not have the advantage of an association
with the product ranges. On the other hand, a phrase like “Always a better
idea” is also targeted at the company’s employees to promote the development of ideas in all corporate processes and departments, which then
generate a competitive advantage and ultimately added value.
Special challenges arise when profit dimensions of different corporate areas
are to be subsumed in one sentence. “Melitta is coffee indulgence” surely
does not transfer well to the sub brand Cilia® and does not do justice to the
tea culture. Therefore, a self-contained brand identity or differentiated statement such as “Cilia for the most sophisticated teatime” is much more fitting.
Successes arise when a market slogan accomplishes to build a bridge
between standard and reality and innovation.
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Innovation and Advertising
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The best innovation is one that does not need advertising at all, as its unique
benefit is self-explanatory due to its very nature. Usually, however, the benefit
is not identified immediately or is simply lost in the world of mass communication. This is especially true where the advertised item is not a tangible
object but a service or a product rendering an irrational benefit, perceived
by the senses only.
The total number of brands, products and services promoted with advertising
budgets exceeds the active vocabulary of a human being. Nevertheless, each
single advertiser assumes that his or her message will matter. Advertisers
assume this even though the number of messages has grown enormously
over the past few years due to increased presence on the Internet, additional
TV channels, and new magazines, etc. Often, only the sheer power of
advertising volume is what counts to achieve an efficient OTS* or to be seen
or perceived. How can a small or medium-sized company ensure that its
advertisements will make a difference?
Advertising must become an even more integral component of marketing and
innovation management than it is today. What does that mean? The particular
performance characteristics of products and services to be advertised must
be presented even more strikingly. For this purpose, three seemingly easy
questions should be answered:
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What can I do better than my competitors?
Differentiation renders one’s own profile more accurate and noticeable in a
crowd. For this purpose, at least one striking difference should be pointed
out. Concentrating on an essential argument may additionally help to make
one’s message stand out. It is very common for competitors from the same
branch to use identical statements in their advertisements. This leads to
an inflation on the level of the arguments. The manufacturers of ladders,
for example, keep pointing out “quality, safety and innovation”. This example
also shows that the term “innovation” as such has lost some of its value
due to it being frequently misused to differentiate between items that are
comparable rather than different. Therefore, it is essential to carefully look
for a significant point of differentiation. An offer without characteristics that
strikingly diffentiate it from others usually does not represent an innovation
except where a similar degree of comprehensiveness has so far been
unknown in the market. Differentiation, however, is only valuable if the
customer is able to benefit from it. Therefore, the second question is:
How will my customer benefit from this?
Most times, it’s not just about providing a special quality in a product or
service but rather about what the customer ultimately can and wants to
achieve with it. Some inventors are very much in love with their own ideas
and cannot understand why a certain “innovation” is not accepted by the
customers. However, the motives for buying an item usually run more deeply
than we assume. Household activities, for example, are not just about the
obvious, such as satisfying the family’s needs and providing food or about
cleanliness in the household, but they are also significantly about irrational
needs, such as the taste of the food and the acknowledgement of one’s
work. If one has recognized the deeper meaning of the products or services
and knows where the strengths lie in comparison with the competitors’
offerings, the last of the three questions is:
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How will my customer hear of this?
Getting noticed in our current environment of sensory overload represents
a particular challenge. However, getting noticed at any cost may also
become negative. Advertising with a surprising funny element or a celebrity
fails if the customer remembers the person or the joke but has not understood the content of the advertising message. In addition to the content of
the advertising message, an appropriate selection of time, place and method
is of crucial importance. Spectacular places and images such as those used
in guerilla marketing for budget reasons, among other things, can attract a
high degree of attention. However, they also entail the risk that the innovation
will fail because the spectacle exceeds the limits of what is permitted or
accepted from a moral or ethical point of view so that permanent harm will
be done to the brand and the company. Creative communication must get to
the heart of the unique benefit of the innovation and be compatible with the
brand of the party issuing the message.
Our three questions therefore seem easy to answer but require in-depth
consideration of marketing aspects in order to render an innovation
successful.

*OTS = “Opportunity to See” indicates the average number of contacts by
a person who frequents an advertising medium within a designated period of
time.
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Innovations and networks

Photo: Chris Harrison
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Networks are more than Internet-based platforms for social or business
contacts. They are relationships in the real world that support each other
in order to create benefits. However, this means that they need to be open
with each other and not focused solely on their own interests. It is only when
one leaves one‘s supposed comfort zone that opportunities which may be
enriching come to light. Above all, this requires intellectual freedom and the
will to create scope for development.
The complexities of new business models, services, processes or products
are increasing due to ongoing development and the introduction of new
methods for creating innovative benefit bundles, meaning that cooperation
with external agents is often required to achieve results. Additionally, management often gets bogged down in time-consuming consultation processes
when urgent matters are under discussion. However, it is one‘s interest
to have sufficient time. Merely expressing your desire for innovations does
not suffice. One needs to have time for contacts that may assist in the
development of new ideas or help remove technical and economic barriers.
Innovations need networks and their input in order to formulate new
approaches to problem-solving. Even considering new material combinations
from other fields can provide the inspiration for the development of new
innovations for which in-house resources are lacking. Thus, for example,
home innovation is also in contact with materialconnexion in Cologne.
In the end, trust in new partners creates new networks for innovations and an
inexhaustible pool of creative ideas.
Dietmar Menze, home innovation, Nassau, March 2010
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Trade shows and innovations
Opposites
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Trade shows provide opportunities for companies and brands to present
their products and services to the customers and the public and to set
themselves apart from the competition. One of the questions most frequently
asked by trade show visitors is: “What’s new?” Much of what is advertised
as an innovation is often merely a rehash of an existing product. In the loud
“shouting” environment of trade shows, this increases the sensory overload
and thus the strain on the people even more. On the other hand, trade
shows offer an opportunity to personally present innovations to a worldwide
audience at a given time and place.
It often is in the nature of people to tell each other many things when they
haven’t met in a long time. Less, however, can also be more in this case.
Might a more quiet approach be more impressive? And an oasis of quietness
will surely be perceived as pleasant by trade show visitors. On the other
hand, there are opportunities to present products in action, and make a great
attraction for visitors. There is therefore a system of loudness and quietness
in which an effective balance must be found. The same applies to the lighting
concept consisting of bright or dimmed light. This is all reflected by the
design of the exhibition stand ranging from activity zones to secluded
conference booths.
Another controversial question is whether an exhibition stand should be open
or largely closed, which also mirrors a part of the company culture and the
objectives of the exhibitor. Even an “open” company may purposefully select
its visitors. This, however, always means excluding specific groups that might
become customers at a later stage. Therefore, an appropriate degree of
sensitiveness is certainly required. In this phase, innovations sometimes are
not yet suitable for the general public or they might be products and services
that are, in principle, not intended for the general public. However, it is not
the nature of innovations to remain secret forever, and in our current age of
information technology, it is also impossible to keep them secret for an
indefinite period of time. We are only able to influence the point in time when
they will be made public.
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Most companies work towards the great day of their Première. Setting a
target date is a positive way to increase pressure on the respective company
to at least complete the prototypes. In this respect, the entire process of the
introduction of an innovation must be taken into account. Optimal timing
before and after the trade show becomes an essential factor for success.
A clever announcement, perhaps by launching a prototype photo, optimally
staged prototypes, and a timely roll-out are a great strain on nearly everyone
involved in the innovation process (also see article “Das Labyrinth der Innovationen”, Febr. 2010). Consequently, nearly all staff members and all sectors of
a company are involved.
In addition to time considerations, the place of presentation requires a high
degree of attention, particularly considering that we are in global markets
and that these cannot be visited simultaneously with a limited number of
prototypes during a “big bang”. Depending on the degree of innovation and
the sensation level, a worldwide conference via the Internet can indeed serve
as a trade show alternative. However, not every company nor every new
product such as the presentation of a new mobile phone catches widespread
and general attention. In such cases, it is usually more economical to present
the innovations to the specialist audience in a targeted manner. Subsequent
road shows should be considered a complementary marketing activity.
With reference to the spatially limited conditions, the streams of visitors must
be directed and guidance must be provided at the trade show booth itself
as well as in retail. In this connection, the innovation should be especially
emphasized and be located in the centre for easy access. However, the
innovation often goes unnoticed because of the aforementioned sensory
overloads. Therefore, it must be overemphasized and moved right into the
centre of attention.
The answer to the question whether a company should present itself loudly
or quietly mainly depends on its own company culture and the character of
its innovation. There is no golden path, but only a path that leads to the
customer. And for this purpose, trade shows are a very appropriate tool.
Trade shows are as exciting as the innovations themselves, especially if the
trade show organisers are capable of offering the visitors and exhibitors a
platform for success.
Innovations need trade shows, and trade shows need innovations.
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Innovative Design –
Follow your emotions
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Innovative design is highly emotional and sexy, appealing to the senses
involved in the decision-making process, from the initial idea right through
to the purchase.
Even early on at the idea generation stage it is a matter of listening to one’s
emotions. Successful entrepreneurs use their gut to make decisions regarding design and therefore also with regard to the capital they are investing.
However, even salaried directors and managers should not base all their
decisions on market research but should also follow their intuition. This is
because investing in innovative design means entering uncharted territory
and taking conscious risks. The risk doesn’t have to be uncalculated, but it
does require courage and perseverance. The bigger the measure of individual
character a product possesses, the greater the potential for its success.
A case study of an independent, successful design would be the
COLUMBUS thermal flask, shaped in the form of an egg. Despite some
imitations, the form of the product remains unique in its category –
no two eggs are the same. The fact that new customers continue to be
attracted to it demonstrates the sustainability of this innovation.
An innovative design first engages those people open to new things.
All other target groups compare the shape to those designs lodged in their
memories and are often irritated at first when the new design neither fits into
their concept for this product category, nor corresponds to current trends.
Only with extended and more frequent confrontation will the new design
gain wider acceptance. To this extent, an innovative design anticipates future
taste trends.
Learning is based not only on design, but also experience. Therefore,
disappointing products or bad service have made customers more sensitive.
This means that the senses are becoming even more significant for unconscious buying decisions.
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Buyers in the trade often make the first purchase decision. A design must
be all the more innovative to elicit the enthusiasm necessary to conquer this
first hurdle. Alongside this, the emotional expertise inherent in the design
and the relationship between buyer and retailer are also of vital importance.
Finally, it is important to have the ability to neither see personal taste as
representative nor to set it aside completely. What is essential is to have the
right balance between personal taste and the ability to make correct judgements about market appeal.
When viewed purely from an optical perspective, potential clients often
register upon first glance whether they are seeing something of quality.
In this process even the finest material differences are perceived. So, for
example, an apparently identical plastic material produced and distributed
in different regions by a manufacturer will be perceived differently despite
its technical specifications.
Beyond the optical, the feeling when touching the product becomes an
unconscious decision-making criteria, even when excess plastic on connecting parts only leads to minimal differences.
The emotional world of products is not necessarily just about the look but
also about the feel; with the first touch, the feel becomes a decision criterion.
This can also mean that even minimal excesses in terms of the synthetic
materials used for components and assembly parts can lead to negative
subconscious evaluations.
If customers testing a product first hold it in hand, most of them will check
out its functionality as much as possible. Usually sounds then enter into the
equation which will likewise influence the purchasing decision. It is not in vain
that the automobile industry employs sound engineers to deal with engine
and exhaust noise. Often, one sees potential customers kicking car tires in
the show room and paying attention to the resulting sound.
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Eroticism is sometimes implied with products, particularly with perfumes.
The same thing that is true for the cosmetics industry differentiates the
marketing of durable goods. Cake pans reeking of compressor oil are not
exactly convincing that they will produce sweet-smelling cakes.
Due to the brands’ designs and emotional values, emotional involvement with
them is very high. Rational arguments and price points are eclipsed by these
highly emotionally charged brands. How then can the display of emotions at
the launch of a new iPhone or iPad be explained?
Apple‘s success is not just a matter of user-friendly hardware and software,
but also the selection of material and color combinations which stimulate the
senses and thus form emotional bonds with the brand. Apple‘s products are
innovative because of their total design; after all, computers and telephones
predate Apple.
Ultimately, product design is a part of Apple‘s corporate design and the
philosophy of innovation it embodies. This is reflected in the design of the
products and how the senses perceive them.
Because design is so highly emotional, it requires a high level of emotional
intelligence from decision-makers involved in the innovation process, and
strong personalities to carry out the implementation. If emotions are understood, there is great potential for success.

Dietmar Menze, April 17, 2012
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People
need innovations –
innovations need
people

Age pyramid in Germany 1990 – 2010 – 2030
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In 2035 nearly every third German will be elder than 65 years. Throughout the
EU every fourth citizen will be in them age. Alongside the social challenges
that arise in the coexistence of generations and caring society systems,
such as pensions and health insurance, economic basic conditions will also
significantly change. Furthermore, the increasingly large elderly group, who
have matured in the Internet age, will show changed attitudes and will have
new demands on the things of everyday life. This will all mean that we need
innovative systems, innovative services and innovative products.
However, we have to first want innovations before we can allow them,
support them and create them.
The facts mentioned above are well-known, but in a short-sighted economy
often oriented towards quarterly results and a political system that has the
next election in its sights, economists and politicians will not take sufficient
steps to account for them, despite the changes that are already occurring.
Today, common conditions such as dementia, migraines, joint conditions etc.
are already producing innovative remedies that complement so-called orthodox medicine and, to a certain extent, replace it. The market for herbal and
natural medicine, food supplements and other OTC products has been
continually growing for years. While growth in Western Europe has “only”
moved in single figures, the Eastern European markets are attracting
attention with double-figure rates. The OTC market in Europe was estimated
at 20 billion EUR at dealers’ selling prices in 2009. Russia is already one of
the largest individual markets, at 2.3 billion EUR. The top 10 largest pharmaceutical companies in Europe in the OTC field already undertake core
business in Eastern Europe (Source: IMS Pharma 1/10).
However, there are also interesting developments and significant market
participants lining up again in the West. Nestlé founded the Nestlé Health
Science S.A. and the Nestlé Institute of Health Sciences. Nestlé Health
Science S.A., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nestlé S.A., will become
operational on 1 January 2011. The new company will be run at arm’s
length from Nestlé’s main food, beverages and nutrition activities, and
incorporate the existing global Nestlé HealthCare Nutrition business, which
had a turnover of CHF 1.6 billion in 2009.
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One home innovation® customer, GELITA AG, the world leader for gelatine,
along with its subsidiary, GELITA Health GmbH, and its innovative product,
CH-Alpha, is seeing great opportunities for growth in the mass market for
joint conditions.
Innovations require long-term strategies and concepts in order to be able to
provide benefits for the consumers of today and tomorrow.
Changing life situations are also bringing about innovations in other markets
too. In terms of household goods, this is not limited to large buttons for
using e.g. household appliances and telephones. We must not only make
allowances for our naturally declining physical abilities, but also for our new
circumstances. These then lead to new ways of life and new habitats, and
consequently to changes in architecture. Larger living spaces, houses and
gardens can make less sense and mean more work in the later stages of life,
when, for example, the adult children have left their parental home and the
residential property is no longer a multi-generation house.
If only because of the large number of older people, it is highly likely that
people will come together to develop and create new communities. Maybe
this will also be expressed by a rediscovery of the Bauhaus style in another
form. That was also a time when community facilities and places for the
individual were created. Innovative living concepts enable us to look after our
personal and common needs. Profitability can be achieved by reducing the
former areas and by running new, partial areas communally. Even services
such as gardening can be commissioned collectively. The community can
then be run in an energy-efficient manner, e.g. several residential units with
one meeting point or spa area. Today, communal heating power stations are
already achieving an efficiency rate of 80 to 90 % and are ideal for 3-4 smaller
bungalows.
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These scenarios also generate innovative objects for daily requirements.
If you look at objects in the bathrooms of older target groups today, they often
look as though they come from hospitals. The objects must be fashioned in
a way that meets the user‘s sense of design. Handles must not only be
haptically useful, but also provide an optical experience i.e. be an integral
element of architecture. New living spaces also create innovations that
people need in the kitchen and dining area. home innovation® ran a workshop on: “How older people can be reminded not to forget to drink”.
It became evident that tomorrow‘s increasing need is already a gap in the
market today.
However, new forms and functions cannot often be assessed sufficiently
by customers, as they are not skilled and often have memory problems.
This is why market research should not serve as the only justification for
decisions and positions. Intuitive entrepreneurial decisions based on gut
feeling have often been the basis for so-called breakthrough innovations.
Shaping the future also means being prepared to take on risks. Innovations
always need people who are prepared to make decisions and tread new
paths into the future.
The problem is not the aging population; often the problem is the aging of
what‘s on offer and the failure to see change as an opportunity to be grabbed
and traded. Even more than the body needs rejuvenation, business needs
fresh blood in the form of innovations in order to make its organism able to
compete successfully in the future.
Dietmar Menze, home innovation®, Nassau, January 2011
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Inventions alone are not enough
to be successful
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Inventions alone are not enough to be successful, a fate shared by many
German inventors in particular. Many fundamental developments now form
the basis of the world of media.
1440: letterpress printing – Gutenberg;
1859: telephone – Philip Reis;
1887: record player – Emil Berliner;
1925: 35 mm camera – Oskar Barnack;
1928: tape recorder – Fritz Fleumer;
1930: television – Manfred Ardenne;
1941: computer – Konrad Zuse;
1951: scanner – Rudolf Hell;
1969: chip card – Jürgen Dethloff and Helmut Gröttrup;
1987: MP3 format – Fraunhofer Institut.
Source: Initiative “Partner für Innovationen” (“Partners for Innovation”),
title “Deutsche Stars” (“German Stars”)
Apple, Canon, e-bay, Google, HP, Nikon, and Sony are just a few of the
global brands which, as today’s worldwide market leaders, are reaping the
long-term economic benefits of these principal inventions.
In addition to historical reasons, like World War II and the loss of factories and
property rights, the varying approaches to innovation are also a reason for the
low yield for German businesses.
Visions for the worldwide marketing of an idea open up larger volumes and
with it economies of scale in series production, and bring a competitive
advantage in the area of conflict between market and cost positions. An
example in this respect is the video system from Grundig, which, though
technically superior, was overtaken by the VHS from Japan, not only because
of better international lobbying and networking, but because Asia ‘thinks’ in
bigger dimensions. Furthermore, smaller margin expectations in the start-up
phase generate additional market potential on the back of lower entry prices,
and discourage other potential suppliers from entering the market.
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The culture of risk-taking with regard to investing in sales and marketing is
especially prevalent in many American companies. The unconditional belief in
the free market idea is reflected in aggressive business plans. The initial high
investment for revenue projections in the initial period frequently have to yield
returns in a short amount of time. If the projected results don’t materialise
quickly, the business idea, and with it the company, is quickly dissolved again
without this entailing any lasting stigma of failure. Thereafter the next new
idea can be pursued freely and without any baggage.
Conservative variations of business plans assume only 5-8 % of the revenue
being spent on marketing budgets. Moreover, if the sales are only planned to
a limited extent, the results are low absolute budgets. As a consequence the
advertised product has hardly any chance to gain sufficient recognition in the
mass media market. However, this is not merely a question of budgets, but
also of ideas as to how to market the product.
Many good ideas die from malnutrition caused by a lack of courage and a
lack of creativity – essential for worldwide penetration.
The principal inventions of automobile design by Otto Benz and Carl Daimler
and many others have become the supporting pillars of the German economy, because global marketing was taken into consideration early on and was
implemented. A compelling case example is the joint venture of VW-Santana
Production in China, which was derided at first. Today the VW Group is one
of the winners in the booming car market of the Middle Kingdom.
The system change to batteries and other power sources puts the mantra
“Vorsprung durch Technik“ (“Headstart through technology”) in question
again, despite the first electric cars having been invented over 100 years ago.
In 1896 at the age of 21, Ferdinand Porsche received the patent for an
electric wheel hub motor. Then in 1902, the hybrid drive came from Porsche.
Nowadays, Japanese vehicles boast the highest market percentage of
hybrid vehicles, even though there have been, and still are, many apparently
significant arguments against it.
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It is not the reasons why something won’t work that are decisive for success,
but rather the ideas of how something can function, which should also filter
into the marketing campaign.
Essential developments in the so-called renewable energies were also initiated in Germany. Today, Chinese companies such as XINGLI are the big
winners in the solar market. It is not only labour costs that allow Asian manufacturers of solar modules to flood the world market, but more importantly it
is the conviction to have the ability, and having the will to supply the global
market. Labour cost disadvantages can be made up for with intelligent, high
quality processes and better quality.
Inventors and their companies should not only have innovative products and
processes, they should also develop a vision and strategy for world-wide
marketing and thereby strengthen their international network and lobbying.
Moreover, the culture of risk-taking with an eye on payback, paired with
creativity and a search for new channels for sales and marketing are effective
means to success.
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7 billion people –
the need for innovation and
behavioral changes
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The United Nations declared the 31st of October 2011 as a symbolic date
in which the seven-billionth earthling was born. With one billion people in
1804 it’s certainly a rapid growth, which is progressing dynamically. This is a
particular challenge for the care of people with water today and even more
tomorrow.
Besides the change in behavior such as including the more economical
use of drinking water researchers around the world are challenged to find
new sources and methods to generate drinking water and using it efficiently.
The extraction from sea water by reverse osmosis seems to offer no solution,
because it is energy intensive and the oceans are affected by the residual
brine. Using methods that seem uneconomic today tomorrow will be
calculable if they can be further developed. Many innovations are ultimately
an evolution of a basic idea.
Shortages of water for survival increase the pressure on the economy –
and social systems as well as on research and development of breakthrough
innovations. Innovative concepts especially in the area of infrastructure are
needed in order to avoid violent conflict around the water demand. Due to
climate change there are even more desolate stretches of land water must be
brought in water tankers or through pipelines over long distances to avoid a
mass migrations. Gas and oil are certainly valuable and easier to replace than
water (see news of September 2011). There is a remarkable invention by
Marc Parent, which establishes a connection of alternative energy sources
and the extraction of water. The Frenchman has developed a system that
defies the generation of wind energy used by air and moisture condenses.
The energy required for condensation, the plant thus by its own wind turbine.
The system is designed small in size and can already be quickly installed and
put into operation in remote areas or regions affected by natural disasters.
In 2008 he founded the company Eole Water. In 2010 he received another
grant from the community and proved that he could produce one cubic meter
of water per day. His next, 50 feet high, water mill will be able to draw 5,000
liters of water per day from the air. Marc Parent got two patents and began to
develop his new business (Source Blue economy).
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Many ideas and patents on water can be found in Israel. Since Moses time
the Jewish people are faced with the challenge of surviving in the desert.
The efficient use of scarce water resources have required the farmers of the
kibbutzim to innovate in the form of intelligent concepts for irrigation development. The irrigation company Netafim has emerged from a kibbutz in the
Negev desert, according to the business press has in 2011 reached a value
of some one billion U.S. $.
Currently 1.1 billion people lack access to clean water and 2.4 billion
people access to sanitation. Immunizations for most water-borne diseases
including malaria, dengue fever and gastrointestinal infections are scarce
and inadequate in developing countries. Common diseases, such as the
gastro-intestinal complaints (including diarrhea) are caused by contaminated
water.
Every 15 seconds a child dies in the world, because there is not enough
clean drinking water. That‘s more than 2 million children a year. A further
reason why the UN has declared: “Clean water is a human right”. But this
resolution does not give the right to water under international law, but rather
to makes an appeal to the governments of affected countries, the developmental assistance from developed countries, and to every individual, to
ensure that clean water is available everywhere.
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A simple method to disinfect contaminated raw water and turn it into
drinking water is to pour it into clear plastic bottles and leave for a few
hours in the sun. The UV rays for the sunkill the bacteria causing the life –
threatening diarrhea or other diseases. The method is called SODIS
(Solar Water Disinfection) and is already used by over three million people
in developing countries, particularly in Africa and parts of Latin America
and Asia. “The problem is the acceptance of people”, says Martin Wesian
about this type of drinking water. “They often do not know whether the water
is actually already sterilized and can not believe that the method works.”
The new method: The water bottle is no longer simply being placed only in
the sun, but you screwed a small device called a “wadi” at the bottleneck.
Inside is a solar-powered electronics, a sensor measures the relevant
UV radiation and to determine an accurate value for disinfection. “Thus
considered, that UV radiation is higher or lower under certain circumstances”,
says Wesian. A smiley face on the display indicates when the water is actually
disinfected (Source: Solar Water Disinfection, Clean drinking water that is
“cool”, Maria Kapeller). Innovations can only be successful if they include the
ideas and behavior of people in their concept.
An old proverb says: “Necessity is the mother of invention.”
Innovation is essential for survival in order to provide people with water.
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Boundaries of the technologies
are opportunities
for innovation
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Even 25 years after the reactor accident at Chernobyl nuclear drama repeats
itself again in Fukushima. The illusion was that nuclear power was under
control. The opposite is the case. Air, land and sea will be contaminated for
centuries, and thus reach the sustainable, nature contracted pollutants into
the food chain and thus into the genome of humans, so that malignant
diseases occur as late effects for generations.
Technologies have their limits when they are not controlled and the process
chains are not completely mastered till the end. Not only does the radiation
of the reactor destroy living environment, but also the unresolved question
of the waste from the extraction of nuclear energy, are in contradiction to the
fundamental right to life.
“In former times, the natural science means for the prevention of natural
disasters. Now it applies”, a sentence of the Swiss literary critic Jeannine
Luczak, which drastically represents one side of the coin.
However, in nature are still infinitely many innovations that are worth it to be
discovered to make the life. Alternative energy sources from solar, wind,
hydropower and geothermal energy are also the more meaningful the more
the cost of the promotion of increasing scarcity of fossil resources of the
earth to explode the prices. Under the title: “The sun sends us a no bill,”
the well-known television journalist Franz Alt explains that the sun is sending
10,000 to 15,000 times more energy to the earth as the people on Earth
consume daily.
This theoretical potential is used today but only a small fraction, however,
the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that by 2030 a quarter will
come from renewable energy sources. Many inventors and entrepreneurs
such as Theo Fuhrländer or Johann-Georg Jäger that have for years derided
as “green spinners” are now with their corporations and their answers by
wind power in pole position to create the future. Large projects such as
Deserttec in the deserts of Africa also have the opportunity to compensate
for disadvantaged regions of the world to create. This will also have to prove
that economics and ethics are closely related.
If we succeed in the solar, wind and hydro power, geothermal energy will be
used more efficiently identify not only the economic profit and loss account
profits, but particularly the ecological and moral and ethical balance positive
results.
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The labyrinth of innovations

The medieval labyrinth
dated from the 9th century
consists either quarter circle
or half circle.
One of these labyrinths
is in Lucca Cathedral, Italy.
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Even when an idea has been born, the appropriate means are required in
order to bring it home. In the course of the innovation process one always
encounters obstacles, whether these barriers are technical or of a more
economic nature, or due to resistances, namely doubts and reservations,
from those involved in the innovation process. Sometimes there are different
fundamental opinions regarding the objectives to be achieved or even the
incompatibility with company principles and strategies; all of which can lead
things astray.
In order to move from point A to point B, the innovation processes in many
companies are basically the same in terms of their basic features, but are
oftentimes not represented in a transparent fashion to those involved.
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What is most essential, however, is how the process unfolds. It is not
only a question of how to best organize projects to best support the
processes, but rather how the necessary corporate culture for this is lived
and experienced. The answer is not found in regulated responsibilities
alone, but much more in the goal-oriented coordination and behaviour of all
persons involved in the innovation process. Innovation or product management often comes up against department barriers. A project organisation is
usually set up only temporarily such that the usual egos from departments
like marketing, development, purchasing and so forth often overlap. In certain
cases, it can be helpful at this point to seek outside assistance to take on
the role of a moderator or even project manager for a certain time in order to
break down these barriers.
The reason in the case of innovations is often that the resources of ones own
organisation is often insufficient and it becomes necessary to tap into new
external sources. As the degree of innovation grows, existing suppliers often
become overwhelmed or requirements exceed their core competences.
In these cases the goal is to lay the groundwork for new networks.

Networks emerge as the product of far-reaching market experiences and
many years of work for many companies in the related industries. This occurs
in such a way that the strategic expertise and industry knowledge, as well as
networks of relationships, create the keys to success.
Copyrights: home-innovation®, Dietmar Menze, Nassau/Germany
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